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December 12, 2010. REUTERS/Jason Reed An unexpected
pullback in the global equity market was the main market
theme on Tuesday as a trading-day sell-off was capped by
positive news on the economic outlook, but aggressive
traders remained nervous about market turbulence. An
early-morning rally in global equities had fizzled out as bankled selling took its toll, with the Dow Jones industrial
average down 1.1 percent and the S&P 500 declining by 1.4
percent. By the time the close bell struck, the blue-chip
gauge had fallen by more than 100 points. Shortly after
10:00 AM, news reports emerged that the Bank of Japan will
expand its trillion dollar stimulus program, offering more
dollars to ailing Japanese banks and encouraging money
into the country's markets. This boosted sentiment and
stocks picked up a little momentum until the selling
pressure reasserted itself at 11:18 AM. As the dollar index
reversed course, the euro gained against the dollar and
markets turned their attention to a possible Israeli strike on
Iran in which neither country faces imminent threat. Bank of
America's rise in October helped ease some of the pressure
on the broader market and a turnaround by European
Central Bank President Jean-Claude Trichet at 11:23 AM
boosted markets. The market's reaction was dampened by
an economic report that showed U.S. gross domestic
product unexpectedly contracting in the third quarter. The
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media devices for use in digital television, and more
particularly to a media storage system for use in a cable or
satellite television system. In recent years, the cable and
satellite television industries have seen an increasing rate
of adoption in home television systems. Unlike older
systems, such systems are now being offered with the
ability to record and store television programs onto a digital
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storage medium for subsequent playback and viewing.
Cable television systems, for example, generally offer the
capability of recording between a few hours to a few days
worth of programming. These days, the typical user no
longer has to deal with a conventional “VCR”, and instead is
presented with a number of different options for recording
television programs. Although these systems and their
associated media devices offer a number of different
recording options to the user, they do not provide any
means of organizing the recorded programming for each
user. Instead, it is left to each user to maintain their own
personal recording schedule. Since each user is left to
maintain his or her own personal schedule, new program
recordings often go unrecorded, and cannot be given more
attention during busy viewing times. For example, a user
may be instructed to record a program during a particular
week, but fail to do so due to work or other prior
commitments. As a result, it may take days or weeks before
the user goes to record the program. When recording the
program, the user may experience a great deal of
frustration if the user is unable to remember which
programs were recorded previously. Furthermore, since
recording systems are not typically integrated into other
home operations, the user may not record programs while
performing
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